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If you ask us, multi-tasking is overrated. When you’re looking for 
the best of the best, you want to find the expert. The one whose 
sole attention is focused on quality, innovation and design. And 
when it comes to aftermarket and OEM vehicle enclosures, 
that’s us. Curtis Industries.

Cab design and manufacturing is all that we do, and 
all that we have done, for more than 45 years. With 
200,000 of our cabs in the marketplace today, we’re 
not only proud of our heritage, but eager to deliver even 
more cutting-edge, customer-friendly, ergonomically-advanced 
models in the future.

We’re reinvesting in our company through innovative product 
development, using insights from our network of customers and 
more than 7,000 dealers nationwide. We’ve spent countless 
hours on the ground with dealers and manufacturers, making sure 
we continue to create the best product possible. After all, if we 
don’t sell cabs, we don’t eat. It’s as simple as that.  

When it comes to being a partner for our network of dealers, 
we’re second to none. Our dedicated customer service teams help 
establish credit lines, focus on quick delivery, and continue to fos-
ter relationships 45 years in the making. We can build and ship a 
cab quickly and we’re always improving. 

How We’re Working For You
• Lean manufacturing
• Online ordering
• Sales support
• Business development managers
• Field technical assistance & training
• Factory tours/visits

And even though we have a heritage, we aren’t resting on it. 
It’s a platform on which we’re continuing to grow, to innovate and 
to find ways to infuse better design with superior performance. We 
have more emphasis on “fit and finish” than ever before and we’re 
setting the bar high in our current and future product development. 
Creating quality cabs is the essence of what we do. 

While some might argue against having a one-track 
mind, we’ll keep our tunnel vision right on success into 
the future. We manufacture under the same motto 
that has withstood the test of time for more than 
45 years: “Excel with products that work well, look 
great and stand alone in quality for the dollar.” 

Curtis Industries
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A One-Track Mind  
and Proud of It: Curtis Industries

Visit RuralLifestyleDealer.com/RS and indicate No. 000

For more information, check out our website at  
www.curtisindustries.net or call (800) 343-7676  

and ask for a Curtis Representative.


